Breath Alcohol Instrument

Disclosure Notification

Forensic Services customers agree, upon purchase of the Draeger 9510 or Lifeloc EasyCal, that:

1 Any customer/stakeholder/agency purchasing the listed instrumentation from Draeger or Lifeloc Corporations shall be responsible for maintaining an internet connection and infrastructure for remote technical support of the instrument by Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS). This includes access through any agency firewalls or network security such that the remote technical support and data transfer can be accomplished.

2 Customer/stakeholder/agencies will be responsible to provide their own appropriate data backup per IDAPA 11.03.01.014.06. ISPFS is not and will not be responsible for the retention of customer/stakeholder/agency data generated on these instruments. Any ISPFS data backup mechanism provided for use by the customer/stakeholder/agency is not intended to and does not alleviate a customer/stakeholder/agency responsibility for keeping the primary data backup.

IDAPA 11.03.01.014.06: “Records. Operators must document and retain test results (i.e. written log, printout, or electronic database). All records regarding maintenance and results shall be retained for three (3) years. ISPFS is not responsible for storage of documentation not generated by ISPFS.”

3 Data provided to ISPFS for statistical, instrument trending, maintenance, or other public convenience reasons may be posted in a redacted format to the ISPFS public website. This is done as a convenience only and does not substitute for the responsibility of the agency to maintain an appropriate back-up required by IDAPA. Agencies may refer their stakeholders and customers to the ISPFS website, but the website is offered as a convenience and ISP is not liable in any way for the use of the data available on the public website. ISP is also not liable or responsible for any data not present on the website.

4 ISPFS developed methods and protocols will be utilized and no modifications may be made to the administrative modules of the Idaho validated software on these instruments. ISPFS will not provide testimony support for any instruments with altered software.

5 ISPFS will not provide any testimony support regarding the use of these instruments unless agencies have followed all applicable IDAPA rules and ISPFS procedures for the use of these instruments.
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